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Abstract. The goal of this paper is to investigate the two-way commu-
nication by the help of finite source retrial queuing systems. Incoming
calls from sources (primary calls) arrive to the server according to a Pois-
son process. If an incoming call finds the server idle, its service starts.
Otherwise, if the server is busy, an arriving (primary or secondary - from
the orbit) call moves into the orbit and after some exponentially dis-
tributed time it retries to enter to the server. When the server is idle it
generates an outgoing call after an exponentially distributed time with
different parameters to the calls in the orbit and in the sources, respec-
tively. The service time of the incoming and outgoing calls are exponen-
tially distributed with different rates. Results on two-way communication
assume, that after the service an outgoing call (primary or secondary)
is sent back to the source. The novelty of this paper is investigating two
cases. In Case 1 the secondary outgoing call is sent back to the orbit,
thus the pending incoming call will not be lost. In Case 2 after service of
the secondary outgoing call its incoming service request will be started
immediately. This means a two-phase service. The balance equations are
solved by the help of MOSEL-2 tool. Graphical results and comparisons
of the cases are presented.
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1 Introduction

This paper deals with investigations on systems with two-way communication.
These systems can be modeled effectively by the help of retrial queueing systems.
The research on two-way communications has been becoming more and more
popular topic of investigations for the last years. The main reason is that there
are a many application fields which can be modeled by this type of systems.
For example, in business organizations, e.g. in call centers where the agents
could perform outgoing calls to sell, advertise and promote products and services
of the business. It is very important to increase the utilization the server, see
for example [1,2,8,13,17,20]. The most important characteristics of two-way
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communication is that and idle server can look for calls inside and outside of
the system. In other words, it can perform outgoing calls to the source (primary
calls) or to the orbit (secondary calls). The first results on infinite source retrial
queueing systems with two-way communication was published by Falin [12],
followed by some recent ones, see for example [3,6,9,10,14–16,18,19].

Authors has been investigated the case, when a secondary outgoing call after
servicing is sent back to the source [11]. The novelty of this paper is, that a more
realistic case is considered regarding secondary outgoing calls from the orbit.
A call being in the orbit implies that the call still has an unserved incoming
request. So far, the server makes a secondary outgoing call from the orbit, serves
the request, and sends back the call to the source. In this case the original
incoming request of this call remains unserved. In the model presented here the
served secondary outgoing call (an outgoing call from the orbit) is sent back
to the orbit again, where the call is able to retry his request for servicing the
original incoming call. In addition, in this model an other operational mode
is investigated. When a secondary outgoing call from the orbit arrives to the
server, after serving the outgoing call, the pending incoming request will be
served immediately, as well. When this two-phase service is finished, the call is
sent back to the source.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 description of the
model is given, the corresponding 2-dimensional Markov process is defined. In
Sect. 3 the most interesting results obtained by MOSEL-2 tool are presented.
Finally, the paper ends with a Conclusion.

2 Model Description and Notations

This paper deals with a finite source retrial queueing model with one server. The
work low of the model can be seen on Fig. 1.

In the source there are N calls. Each call can make a primary incoming
call (incoming calls in the system) towards the server. The inter-request times
are exponentially distributed with parameter λ1. When the server is idle, it
starts serving the call immediately with an exponentially distributed service
time with parameter μ1. After the service is finished, the call goes back to the
source. When the incoming call finds the server busy, it is forwarded to the
orbit. This secondary incoming jobs from the orbit may retry their requests for
service after a random waiting time. The distribution of this period is exponential
with parameter ν1. In the other hand, the idle server after some exponentially
distributed period can make an outgoing calls towards the sources (outgoing
calls in the system). Two types of outgoing calls are distinguished:

– After an exponentially distributed idle period with parameter λ2 the server
may call a call from the source to be served (primary outgoing call),

– The server is able to make a call from the orbit, as well (secondary outgo-
ing call). It is performed after an exponentially distributed idle period with
parameter ν2.
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Fig. 1. A retrial queue with components

The outgoing calls (primary and secondary) are served at the server in an
exponentially distributed service period with parameter μ2. A primary outgoing
call (called from the source) goes back to the source after the service. When an
outgoing call comes from the orbit (secondary outgoing call), two cases can be
considered.

– Case 1. The call came from the orbit, which means this call has an unserved
incoming request. After the outgoing call is served, this incoming request
remains unserved. This call is sent back to the orbit after the outgoing service
is finished, thus the call will be able to retry its incoming call,

– Case 2. As in the previous case, after the outgoing call is processed, it has an
unserved primary call. In this case the server is able to serve the incoming
request immediately after the outgoing job was finished. That means a two-
phase service. First the outgoing call is served, after the incoming one. When
both of the service phases has been finished, the call is sent back to the source.

It is assumed that the arrivals of primary incoming calls, retrial intervals of
secondary incoming calls, service times of incoming and outgoing calls, and the
time to make outgoing calls are mutually independent.

We denote the number of calls in orbit and the server state at time t by O(t)
and S(t), respectively.

Obviously, when the server is busy the number of calls in the orbit cannot
be equal to N , i.e. O(t) < N . As stated above in Case 2, after the service
both incoming and the two-phase outgoing calls go to a free state. This means
that when the server is idle, there will be at least one call in free state, i.e.
again O(t) < N . Thus, the state space of the process (S(t), O(t)) is the set of
{0, 1, 2} × {0, 1, 2, ..., N − 1}. In Case 1 after the service the secondary outgoing
call goes back to the orbit. This means that when the server is idle, the source
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can be empty. Thus, the state space of the process (S(t), O(t)) is the set of
{0, 1, 2} × {0, 1, 2, ..., N}.

Because of the finite state space these two-dimensional Markov processes are
always stable.

Let us define the state of the server by S(t), that is

S(t) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

0, when the server is idle
1, when an first order request is in service
2, when a second order request from source is in service
3, when a second order request from orbit is in service

.

The used numerical values of the parameters can be seen in Table 1. Some
special values of the parameters in the model described above give back models
which have been investigated earlier by authors.

– λ2 = ν2 = 0 provides a classical single server retrial queue studied by e.g.
[4,5].

– λ2 = 0, μ2 = μ1 provides a single server retrial queue with two-way com-
munication with search of the customers from the orbit. The reason of the
outgoing calls is to shorten the idle period of the server.

– μ2 = μ1 provides a single server retrial queue with two-way communication
with search of the customers. The reason of the outgoing calls is again to
shorten the idle period of the server.

Table 1. Numerical values of model parameters

Parameter Symbol Value

Number of calls in source N 10

Incoming generation rate λ1 [0.1..5.1]

Outgoing generation rate λ2 0.2

Incoming retrial rate ν1 0.1

Outgoing generation rate from orbit ν2 0.2

Incoming service rate μ1 1

Outgoing service rate μ2 1

It is not difficult to see that the system of balance equations for the stationary
probabilities in Case 1 are

pi,j = lim
t→∞ P (S(t) = i, O(t) = j), i = 0, 1, 2, 3 and j = 0, 1, ..N

[(N − j)(λ1 + λ2) + j(ν1 + ν2)] p0,j = μ1p1,j + μ2p2,j + μ2p3,j−1

[(N − j − 1)λ1 + μ1] p1,j = (N − j)λ1p0,j + (j + 1)ν1p0,j+1 + (N − j)λ1p1,j−1

[(N − j − 1)λ1 + μ2] p2,j = (N − j)λ2p0,j + (N − j)λ1p2,j−1
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[(N − j − 1)λ1 + μ2] p3,j = (j + 1)ν2p0,j+1 + (N − j)λ1p3,j−1

with p1,−1 = p2,−1 = p3,−1 = 0.
Similarly, the system of balance equations for the stationary probabilities in

Case 2 can be written as

pi,j = lim
t→∞ P (S(t) = i, O(t) = j), i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and j = 0, 1, ..N − 1

[(N − j)(λ1 + λ2) + j(ν1 + ν2)] p0,j = μ1p1,j + μ2p2,j

[(N − j − 1)λ1 + μ1] p1,j =
= (N − j)λ1p0,j + (j + 1)ν1p0,j+1 + (N − j)λ1p1,j−1 + μ2p3,j

[(N − j − 1)λ1 + μ2] p2,j = (N − j)λ2p0,j + (N − j)λ1p2,j−1

[(N − j − 1)λ1 + μ2] p3,j = (j + 1)ν2p0,j+1 + (N − j)λ1p3,j−1

with p0,N = p1,−1 = p2,−1 = p3,−1 = 0.
As soon as we have calculated the distributions defined above (by the help

of MOSEL-2 tool, see the next section), the most important steady-state system
performance measures can be obtained in the following way.

– Utilization 1

U1 =
N∑

o=0

P (1, o)

– Utilization 2

U2 =
3∑

s=2

N∑

o=0

P (s, o)

– Average number of jobs in the orbit

O =
3∑

s=0

N∑

o=0

oP (s, o)

– Average number of active primary users

M = N − O − U1 − U2

– Average generation rate of primary users

λ1 = λ1M

– Mean time spent in orbit by using Little-formula

W =
O

λ1
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3 Numerical Results

Investigating the functionality and the behavior of the system several numerical
calculations were performed. Solving the system balance equations described
above the MOSEL-2 tool was used. For Markov-processes it is a very efficient
tool. MOSEL-2 is a model description language and are equipped with several
model translators. Using these translators third-party performance evaluation
tools can be used. For obtaining the stationary system probabilities, here the
SPNP tool is used. SPNP performs numerical calculations instead of simulation
(see in [7]). From the probabilities the well known system characteristics are
also be calculated. The most interesting performance characteristics obtained
by these tools are graphically presented in this section. On the figures the lines
represent different working assumptions or cases. The applied values for the
parameters are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Numerical values of model parameters

Case studies

No. N λ1 λ2 ν1 ν2 μ1 μ2 CW C1 C2 CP

Figure 2 10 0.1..5.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 1 1

Figure 3 10 0.1..5.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 1 1

Figure 4 10 0.1..5.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 1 1

Figure 5 10 0.1..5.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 1 1

Figure 6 10 0.1..5.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 1 1 100 10 10 1

Figure 7 10 0.1..5.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 1 1 100 10 10 1

On Figs. 2, 3, and 4 the mean waiting time of the calls are represented in
function of the incoming generation rate for Case 1, Case 2 and comparing the
two cases, respectively.

On the first two figures four cases are displayed. “No outgoing” means, that
there are only incoming calls in the system. This is a common finite source retrial
system. “Outgoing - Only from source” is for the case, when only primary outgo-
ing calls are performed. The line “Outgoing - Only from orbit” is for secondary
outgoing calls only. The fourth line represents the investigated Case 1. The sim-
ilar lines are on the figure for Case 2. Note that, the “No outgoing” lines are the
same. The reason of the virtual deviation is the different scale of axes y.

For these values of parameters except the “Outgoing - Only from source” case
an interesting maximum value of the mean waiting time can be observed. When
we consider a simple retrial queueing system, it can be found a parameter setting,
where this maximum feature can be observed. This is a general characteristics
of the retrial queues. With slightly modifications of the parameters the same
maximum effect also appears here. On Fig. 4 the Case 1 and Case 2 are compared
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Fig. 2. Mean waiting time (Case 1) vs. λ1

Fig. 3. Mean waiting time (Case 2) vs. λ1
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Fig. 4. Mean waiting time vs. λ1

with all of the incoming and outgoing calls. This figure reflects and ensures the
expected behaviour of Case 1 and 2.

Figure 5 displays the probability of the busy server in Case 1. That means,
the server state can be S(t) = 1, 2, 3. The running parameter is the incoming
arrival rate, λ1 again. Pairs of lines can be observed on this figure. One pair is
the outgoing and outgoing from orbit only lines, while the other pair is the no
outgoing and the outgoing from source only lines. For this set of parameters for
smaller values of λ1 the first pair while for larger values of λ1 the second pair
has larger values, i.e. higher server utilization.

In this type of service or production systems the waiting time of calls and
the utilization of the server are singular quantities. They cannot be optimized at
the same time. Optimizing the server utilization will increase the waiting time of
calls. Some balance or some combined indicator has to be involved. The following
expected loss E(L) function enables the “fair” investigation of the system.

E(L) = Cw(1 − U1 − U2) + C1μ1U1 + C2μ2U2 + CP (E(O) + U1 + U2).

The first component is the loss on idle state of the system. The second and
the third components are the cost of servicing incoming and outgoing calls,
respectively. Here the speed of the service has to be taken into consideration,
thus beside the cost weights the service rates are present as multiplicative factors.
The last component states the loss of the system not in production from the point
of view of the calls, i.e. it is the sojourn time of the call: it is under service or it
is in the virtual waiting facility (orbit). For a given set of parameters (listed in
Table 2) the shape of loss functions can be seen on Figs. 6 and 7.
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Fig. 5. Probability of server is busy vs. λ1

Fig. 6. The loss function in Case 1 vs. λ1
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Fig. 7. The loss function in Case 2 vs. λ1

In Case 1 and Case 2 it can be observed that E(L) values are much lower in
the two-way cases, especially when the orbit is involved. In Case 1 these values
are higher than in Case 2. It is the effect of the two-phase service of the calls. For
the one-phase service (Case 1) it is interesting, that large values of the incoming
rate implies lower values of loss functions for incoming only and outgoing from
source only cases (see the line intersections on Fig. 6). The same effect can be
seen on Fig. 5, as well. The reason of this similar behavior is that the first three
components of the loss function contain the effect of the utilizations, and these
components have large weights.

4 Conclusion

This paper gives a contribution to the model described in [11]. The original model
stated, that a secondary outgoing call is sent back to the source after service.
Let’s consider a bank, where the calls are called to give some signature sample
(outgoing calls). These calls can be outside the bank (in free state) or inside the
bank, waiting for some transaction (incoming calls in the orbit). When the call
connected from the orbit for the outgoing call, it is quite natural not send it
outside the bank but keep it inside (Case 1) or after the signature perform its
original transaction request (Case 2). The numerical results proof that in Case
2 the most important performance measures (waiting time, utilization etc.) are
better than in Case 1. A loss function keeping balance between utilization and
waiting times has been also introduced. In the future it would be interesting to
investigate the sensitivity of the loss function to the parameter changing.
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